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Abstract
In this paper the investigation of a grid connected photovoltaic (PV) sys-
tem equipped with module level DC-DC power optimizers is presented. The
objective of this thesis is to investigate a PV system in a variety of mismatch
conditions by creating a mathematical model with the ability to simulate it
and to use this model to investigate the performance. The model will also in
part be used to try and answer a research question, namely: Is it beneficial to
equip a PV system with moduel level DC-DC power optimizers as opposed to
a traditional string inverter with maximum power point tracking (MPPT).
A mathematical model was build based on an existing model and data
regarding the PV system was collected from tigo.com were the power optimizers
reports a value every minute.
The system was found to respond well to a number of mismatch condi-
tions, mitigating them very successfully. However, in one instance the power
optimizers were unable to allow the unaffected modules of a string to generate
energy. Finally it was concluded that power optimizers have their benefit in a
PV system, even without much mismatch.
For further investigation of the system several new experiments and eco-
nomics calculations could be performed.
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MPP Maximum Power Point
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
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PIV Predictive IV
PV Photovoltaic
NOCT Nominal Operating Cell Temperature
STC Standard Testing Conditions
Constants
Eg Band gap 1.12 eV
Gnoct Irradiance at nominal operating cell temperature 800 W/m2
Gstc Irradiance at STC 1000 W/m2
k Boltzmann Constant 1.3805 · 10−23J/K
q Elemental Charge 1.609 · 10−19C
Tc,stc Cell temperature at STC 25 Co
Parameters
α Temperature coefficient of current %/K








In Previous current value A
Ip Current of a solar module A
Is Saturation current A
It Short circuit current based on irradiance alone A
Impp Current at maximum power point A
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In+1 Present current value A
Ipv Photocurrent A
Isc Short circuit current A
Ns Number of cells
P Power W
Rp Parallel resistance Ω
Rs Series resistance Ω
RPX Parallel resistance Ω
RSX Series resistance Ω
Tc Cell temperature Co
Tabs Absolute temperature K
Tair Air temperature Co
V Voltage V
Vp Voltage of a solar module V
Vt Thermal voltage V
Vmpp Voltage at maximum power point V
Voc,m Open circuit voltage for the considered irradiance V
Voc Open circuit voltage V
NOCT Nominall operating cell temperature Co
SI Shading Index
v
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1 Introduction
Renewable energy is in demand world wide and many technologies are rapidly grow-
ing, becoming more and more commercial. One such technology is based on the
energy emitted from the sun and is known as solar cells. A variety of different tech-
nologies to convert solar energy to electric energy exists. The most commonly used
technology is based on silicon, of which the most commonly type of cell is mono crys-
talline cells. They make up about 80 % of the market. There exists other technologies
based on silicon such as poly crystalline cells [1].
Today, technology based on solar cells are becoming more and more commercial
allowing individuals to install them on their own homes. The growth in the solar
energy market is driven by the increase in environmental pollution affecting both the
individual person and industries alike [2, 3].
The growing demand for solar energy gives rise to conditions unsuited for energy
generation by the use of photovoltaics. Photovoltaic systems in urban environments
are frequently exposed to shade, soiling and varying orientation that may gravely
hinder the systems ability to produce power, especially when modules are connected
together in strings and arrays. The solution is to introduce power electronic devices
such as inverters and converters and utilizing distributed maximum power point
tracking to mitigate electrical mismatch [4]. MMPT is an algorithm concerned with
locating the maximum power point (MPP) of a system and a number of algorithms
have been developed [5].
A mathematical model of such a system may be useful to study the characteristics
of it. Several PV simulators and models have been proposed in recent years where
the biggest development occurs for module level models that are either mathematical
or circuital. Mathematical models are based on the physical equations of PV cells,
while circuital models are implemented in specialized development software [6].
1.1 Research project
This thesis is a continuation of a research project from the fall of 2019 and dives
further into the investigated system [7].
1.2 The various upcoming sections
In this report the basic theory concerning PV systems and the equations necesarry
to build a mathematical model will be covered in Section 2. Furthermore, Section 3
1
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is concerned with introducing the investigated PV system and the various explored
scenarios. In addition, the methodology concerning the mathematical model for both
a single model and a string is included. In Section 4 the results are presented and
discussed, while in Section 5 a conclussion is drawn based on the results and research
question. Finally, in Section 6 recommendations for further work is given.
1.3 Problem description
Module level DC-DC power optimizers are known to mitigate mismatch conditions.
The energy saved by the power optimizers is known as reclaimed energy. Power
optimizers from Tigo are supposedly able to do so quite successfully. How successfully
they are able to reclaim energy and whether it is justifiable to employ them on every
module rather than using a more traditional solution such as a inverter with string
MPPT is the focus of this thesis.
2 Theory
2.1 Solar energy
The sun emits an enormous amount of energy in the form of radiation and can be
considered a blackbody at 6000K [8, p. 5]. However, the radiation reaching the
earth’s surface is not consistent due to scattering and absorption of light in the
atmosphere as well as the constant rotation. The constant rotation creates a varying
path length through the atmosphere that varies with the time of day.
The radiation from the sun can be viewed as electromagnetic waves and it is the
energy of these electromagnetic waves which solar panels exploits when producing
electricity [8, p. 3].
2.2 Photovoltaic system
There exist a variety of different technologies to utilize the power produced by the
sun. These are based on semiconductor materials of which silicon is the predominant
and can be either monocrystalline, multicrystalline, polycrystalline, microcrystalline
or amorphous. Monocrystalline silicon has an ordered structure and demonstrates
predictable and uniform behaviour and is the ideal material to use when designing
solar cells. The production of multi- and polycrystalline silicon is less expensive, but
the expected power generation is lower than for monocrystalline silicon. Amorphous
1
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silicon is cheaper to produce than multi- and polycrystalline silicon, but the use
of it is mainly in non-critical outdoor applications or small consumer products [8,
p 34-35].
The current produced by a solar cell is due to a photovoltaic effect caused in semi-
conductors when exposed to light. A semiconductor is a material that functions as
an insulator when an insufficient amount of energy is present, but acts as a conductor
when sufficient energy in the form of heat or light is present. The energy required
to induce a photovoltaic effect is determined by the minimum energy necessary to
transfer an electron from its covalent bond to its conduction band. This minimum
energy is known as the forbidden gap [8, p. 31-33], or energy band gap.
The power generated in a solar cell is dependant on the induced current and voltage.
Unfortunately, the two parameters are unable to operate at their individual maximum
value at the same time. When the current operates at its maximum value the voltage
value is zero, but if the voltage operates at its maximum value the current value is
zero. The maximum current value occurs at short circuit conditions and is directly
proportional to the amount of sunlight incident on the PV-array, while the maximum
voltage value occurs at open circuit conditions and increases logarithmically with
sunlight. The open-circuit voltage and the short-circuit current is also affected by
the operating temperature of the solar cell. The operating temperature is influenced
by the ambient air temperature, the characteristics of the module, the intensity of
sunlight and wind. If the solar cell is subjected to a high operating temperature the
short-circuit current will increase, while the open-circuit voltage will decrease. The
decrease in open-circuit voltage is more significant than the increase in short-circuit
current and a higher operating temperature will therefore lead to a decline in power
generation [8, p 49-51].
The maximum power point of a solar cell is located somewhere in between the max-
imum values of the current and voltage. In Figure 3 [9] the relation between current
and voltage in a solar cell also referred to as the IV characteristics is presented as
well as the corresponding Power-Voltage curve [8, p 46].
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Figure 3: IV and PV curve
From Figure 3 it is possible to observe the previously discussed IV and Power-Voltage
characteristics. When the current equals zero the voltage is at its maximum value
and when the voltage is zero the current is at its maximum value. The maximum
power point of both the current and voltage is presented in the figure. As can be
seen, neither voltage nor current is operating at their individual maximum power
point when the system is delivering maximum power. Any increase or decrease in
either the voltage or currents maximum power point will result in a rapid decrease
of produced power.
Such characteristics as presented in Figure 3 are often developed at standard testing
condtitions (STC). At STC the irradiance is at 1000 W/m2 and the cell temperature
is given as 25 Co [10]. Sadly, these conditions are hard to obtain outside a laboratory.
In order to determine the two parameters either measurements or calculations can
be used. Irradiance can be measured by the use of a Pyranometer [11], while the
cell temperature can be measured at the back of the cells, or calculated at Nominal
operating cell conditions (NOCT). NOCT are as presented in Tabel 1 [10].
Table 1: Conditions defining the nominal operating cell temperature
Conditions Value
Irradiance 800 W/m2
Air temperature 20 Co
Wind speed 1 m/s
Mounting Open back side
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By using Equation 2.1 the actual cell temperature can be approximated.




Her Tc and Tair represents the cell and air temperature, NOCT represents the nomi-
nal operating cell temperature of the module provided in most PV datasheets, while
GNOCT and G is the irradiance at nominal operating conditions and the actual irra-
diance [10].
In order to significantly harvest power from the sun and provide better protection
from environmental conditions a solar cell is connected to other solar cells in series
and parallel to form a module. The series connected cells are connected as strings and
behaves just as any other electrical circuit subjected to Kirchhof’s law. This means
that the current passing through each cell is equal hence the current produced by
one cell will influence the other cells of the same string. It is common to have
three strings or substrings per module which are connected in parallel and the total
generated power is a result of the combined current and voltage formed by the arrays.
Modules are similar to solar cells connected to other modules in strings and arrays
and are also subjected to Kirchhof’s law.
Due to the electric circuit behaviour of strings the behaviour of each solar cell can
greatly affect the power production. If a cell produces a lower current than the other
cells in the string it will force the other cells to perform at the same level. The
difference in produced power can originate from shade, damaged cells, dust and so
on. The difference between the maximum output and what actually is produced is
called the mismatch loss. In order to minimize mismatch losses as much as possible
identical cells are used to form the substrings of a module [8, p 75-77]. This can be
attributed to modules as well so that identical modules are connected.
If a single cell in a string is subjected to poor operating conditions compared to
the rest of the cells, hot spot heating can occur. This happens if the cells in the
string approaches the short-circuit current of the afflicted cell. The unaffected cells
continue to produce power that is then dissipated in the afflicted cell. This causes
destructive effects such as cell or glass cracking and melting or degradation of the
solar cell. In order to deal with this effect power electronics have to be implemented
in the substrings of the module [12].
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2.3 Power electronics
The destructive effect of hot spot heating may be avoided by the use of a power
electronic device, namely a bypass diode. The bypass diode will allow current to
"flow" through it instead of through the poor performing cell and so avoid hot spot
heating. Ideally a bypass diode would be placed at each diode. However, due to
the cost of bypass diodes they are usually placed on each string in a module. If a
cell in a string is experiencing a significant decrease in produced power, the entire
string will be "removed" from the module and cause a drop in the modules ability
to generate energy. This will affect the other modules belonging to the same string,
causing them to produce at a lower level as well [13].
To ensure that the maximum amount of energy is harvested from the sun a variety of
power electronic devices can be included in a PV system. That is namely a DC-DC
converter and/or inverter.
2.3.1 DC-DC converters
DC-DC converters are devices that convertes DC voltage and current to a different
level. They are found in a variety of energy scenarios such as harnessing solar energy
by the use of photovoltaics or increasing the efficiency of a compressor system. The
DC-DC converters will influence a system by either increasing the voltage and so
decrease the current or decrease the voltage and so increase the current. If the
voltage is increased the converter boosts the voltage and such a converter is called a
boost converter. On the other hand, if the voltage is decreased then a buck converter
is applied. A converter with the ability to both increase and decrease the voltage is
known as a buck/boost converter. The power can only flow in one direction through
the various converters and they are therefore unidirectional [14, p 38].
2.3.2 Inverters
An inverter is a device that converts DC power to AC power. It does so by the use of
power transistors and energy storing devices such as capacitors and inductors. The
power transistor functions as a switch, turning the power on and off and along with
the energy storing devices are able to create an alternating signal from a linear signal
[15, 16].
The task of these power electronic devices is to ensure that the PV system produce
at its maximum power point and applies a technique called maximum power point
tracking.
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2.4 Maximum Power Point Tracking
Maximum power point tracking is an integral part of a PV system and is usually
performed by either an inverter, micro-inverter or a DC-DC converter. This is an
electronic form of tracking that utilizes algorithms and control circuits to search for
the maximum power point of the system [17]. The effect this have on the system
depends on the amount of modules per power electronic device. If one such device
is used to track the maximum power point of all the modules in a PV system a
centralized MPPT is used and is typically performed by an inverter. This is the least
expensive solution, but also results in the lowest performing module affecting the
rest of system. A centralized MPPT solution should thus only be implemented in
systems with a small degree of mismatch. If partial shading is present in the system
it could lead to several modules experiencing different maximum power points. This
leads to the need of several power optimizers to ensure that the different strings or
modules can perform at their individual maximum power point. This is known as
distributed MPPT [17].
The MPPT algorithm tracks either the produced voltage or current and depending
on which parameter is tracked the MPP is located either when dP
dV
= 0 or dP
dI
= 0. The
output of the algorithm provides a change in duty cycle of the inverter or converter,
thus giving rise to a change in current and voltage values [18, 19].
Numerous MPPTmethods have been developed where all rely on repeatedly changing
either the voltage or current and observing the change in power [5]. The most
common one is known as the Perturb and Observe method.
2.4.1 Perturb and Observe
The Perturb and Observe (PO) method is generally considered to be quite simple
which is part of its attraction. It functions by continuously perturbing the reference
value for either the current or voltage and then observing the change in power. This
observed change is then used to inform the power electronic device performing the
MPPT to shift the value of the tracked parameter towards the MPP.
In Figure 4 the flowchart of the Perturb and Observe method is displayed. Here
V (k), I(k) and P (k) describes the presently measured values where as V (k − 1),
I(k − 1) and P (k − 1) describes the previously measured value [18].
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Figure 4: Perturb and Observe flow chart
From the figure it is possible to discern how the algorithm evaluates the different
values by comparing the present value to the preceding one. Firstly, the present
power value is compared to its previous value. No matter if the present power value
is smaller or larger than the previous value, the voltage will be compared to its
previous value. The outcome of this step results in a change in voltage. The change
depends on relation between the present and preceding value.
There are a few drawbacks concerning this method the foremost being that it is
unable to respond quickly to rapidly changing irradiance or temperature. In addition,
the continued oscillation around the MPP due to the repeated change in voltage value
causes power losses. Although small power losses are to be expected from an MPPT
algorithm, these can prove large and significant even in steady-state condition with
zero mismatch within the system [5].
2.5 Tigo
A company called Tigo which is a company creating optimizing solutions for PV
systems have developed a technique to ensure the maximum energy harvest of a
system. The technique is known as predictive IV and utilizes impedance matching
and MPPT.
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2.5.1 Predictive IV
Predictive IV (PIV) combines MPPT, impedance matching and historical module
behaviour statistics. This is done to predict the optimum settings so that the system
can generate the maximum amount of energy.
Due to advanced predictive capabilities the PIV parameters can be set locally, thus
making it completely independent of any other module in the string as well as the in-
verter. This allows for very high speed monitoring and subsequently a high accuracy
in real time response to variations in the perceived irradiation by the module.
PIV technology makes it possible to place optimizers on single modules in a string.
This can reduce the number of optimizers necessary to produce at the MPP so that
only modules afflicted by mismatch requires a power optimizer [20].
2.5.2 Impedance matching
Impedance matching is how the source and load impedances in an electric circuit
are designed in order to transfer the desired power at the desired efficiency from
the source to the load. If it is desirable to transfer the maximum amount of power
the maximum power transfer theorem states that in direct current (DC) circuits the
source resistance have to be equal to the load resistance, while the source impedance
have to be equal to the complex conjugate of the load impedance in alternating
current (AC) circuits. However, under these conditions a system would operate at
an efficiency of 50%. It is not possible to maximize both efficiency and power transfer
and a compromise will have to be made [21, 22].
The necessity of implementing impedance matching is to create a pathway around
low performing modules to ensure to maximum performance. This process is visually
represented in Figure 5 [23].
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Figure 5: How impedance matching is used to maintain the power produc-
tion in
As can be seen from the figure the high performing modules are able to perform
at their maximum power point even though a low performing module is present in
the string. The optimizing process is performed by a DC-DC optimizer and can be
selectively distributed in the system where optimum results are seen at a per module
level [24, 20].
2.6 Modelling of a PV system
There exists several different mathematical models in literature that describes the
behaviour of a PV module. In the text below two different modelling methods will
be investigated, namely the five parameter model and a simplified model.
2.6.1 The five parameter model
The five parameter model is able to provide a model of a photovoltaic system by
using the parameters regarding the specific module provided by the manufacturer
and general constants concerning the material used and physics. The methodology
does in general involve either analytical, iterative or evolutionary methods. An
iterative method is the method further investigated in this text and involves the
Newton-Raphson function. This method is presented in several papers including in
9
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[3], [25] and [6]. The method presented in [3] is the one further investigated in this
report.
The five parameter model is also known as the single diode model and the equivalent
electrical circuit is displayed in Figure 6 [3].
Figure 6: Single diode model
The five parameter model is so named because five separate parameters will have to
be calculated. These are the photocurrent Ipv, saturation current Is, ideality factor
A, series resistance Rs and parallel resistance Rp. From Figure 6 it is possible to
discern three of the unknown parameters. That is the photocurrent, series resistance
and parallel resistance. The photocurrent, saturation current and parallel resistance













IpvVmpp − VmppIsexp(Vmpp+ImppRsANsVt ) + VmppIs − Pmpp
(2.4)
In Equation 2.2 G represents the actual irradiance, while Gstc represents the irra-
diance at STC in W/m2. The Isc term is the short circuit current and the α term
is the current coefficient. Finally there are two temperature terms where the actual
cell temperature Tc and the cell temperature at STC Tstc are compared.
The saturation current as described by Equation 2.3 is also dependant upon the
short circuit current Isc. In addition, it is dependant upon the open circuit current
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Voc, the ideality factor A, number of cells per module Ns and the thermal voltage Vt.





Here k is the Boltzmann constant which have a value of k = 1.3806 · 10−23 J/K,
Tc is the cell temperature in Kelvin and q is the elementary charge constant q =
1.609 · 10−19 C.
The series resistance is found through an iterative process which will be described
later on. The ideality factor however, can be found by looking up values based on
which PV technology is being used and can be found in Table 2 [26], or by the use























The only parameter in Equation 2.6 that has not previously been mentioned is the
band gap eg. The band gap and its properties have been described in Section 2.2.
These parameters are part of the characteristic equation concerning the single diode
five parameter model as presented in Equation 2.7 [3].
I = Ipv − Is[exp(
V +RsI
ANsVt
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As can be seen from Equation 2.7 the current value is dependant upon itself, which is
why an iterative method is required. If the Newton-Raphson method is considered,
the expression to find the current is a combination of Equation 2.8 and 2.9
In+1 = In −







In Equation 2.8 the In+1 term represents the new value, while the In term represents
the previous value. In can be found throughout the use of Equation 2.9.
In = Ipv − Is[exp(
V +RsIn+1
ANsVt
) − 1] − V +RsI
Rp
(2.9)
In addition to the current and the five parameters previously mentioned, the number
of cells per module Ns, voltage V and thermal voltage Vt is required to calculate the
current through the module. Ns can be found in the module datasheet, the current
is calculated through the entire voltage spectrum from V = 0 to Voc.
To calculate the actual current and the two resistance terms some initial calculations
of the photocurrent and the parallel resistance will have to be made. The initial
calculations are based upon Equation 2.10 and 2.11 and is performed with STC
values.




− Voc − Vmpp
Vmpp
(2.11)
The initial series resistance will be considered to equal zero. That effectively makes
the photocurrent the same as the short circuit current as in Equation 2.10. Equation
2.11 is not an exact value, but taken as an initial guess [3, 27] in order to initialize
the iteration process.
These initial calculations along with assuming that Rs have an initial value of 0 is
used to make the first iteration process possible. With these values the current is
then calculated based on Equation 2.9 across the voltage spectrum of 0 − Voc. Then
the power is calculated across the same voltage spectrum. When this computation
is completed the difference between the given Pmpp and the calculated Pmpp is found.
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This is called the error. If the error between the given and the calculated power
value is less than 0.01 W , then the initial values of Rp and Rs is valid for further use.
If that is not the case then a second set of calculations will have to be performed.
In this case Rs is gradually shifted for each iteration and Equation 2.4 is used to
locate Rp. In addition, the photocurrent is now calculated based on Equation 2.12





The current is still calculated by using Equation 2.8 and 2.9. Now the iteration
process ends when the error term is less than 0.01. The two resistance terms Rs and
Rp are then used in further calculations and at different irradiance and temperature
levels. The authors in [3] states that the two resistances does change with irradiance
and temperature, but in the majority of literature that is not accounted for and the
values calculated at STC is used.
In order to make an effective model at any given irradiance and temperature some
of the equations that where valid at STC conditions will have to be modified. The
photocurrent, saturation current, short circuit current and open circuit voltage will































Finally the power produced can be found by multiplying the current In+1 with the
voltage as in Equation 2.17.
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P = In+1V (2.17)
2.6.2 Simplified model
A simplified mathematical model have been proposed in [28]. By using this method,
the only parameters required are the ones provided by the manufacturer.
It locates the current IP and voltage VP of a solar module as in Equation 2.18 and
2.19.
IP = Isc[1 − C1(e
VP
C2Voc − 1)] (2.18)





Since both of these equations depends on coefficients and values close to their max-
imum levels, these needs to be located. The short circuit current and the current at








[1 + α(T − Tstc] (2.21)
The open circuit and the MPP voltage is found by utilizing Equation 2.22 and 2.23.
Voc = Voc,stc + β(T − Tstc) − ∆V (2.22)
Vmpp = Vmpp,stc + β(T − Tstc) − ∆V (2.23)
The ∆V part of the equation is included to find the difference in voltage due to
irradiance and is found by comparing the open-circuit voltage at STC to the open-
circuit voltage Voc,m for the considered irradiance as in Equation 2.24.
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∆V = Voc,stc − Voc,m (2.24)
The open-circuit voltage for the considered irradiance can be found by using Equation
2.25.





Here C1 and C2 are the same coefficients as in Equation 2.18 and 2.19. They can be
located by applying Equation 2.26 and 2.27 as described in [28].














The two coefficients are dependent upon the actual short-circuit current, open-circuit
voltage and the current and voltage corresponding to the maximum power point. It















This is all well and good when considering a theoretical system, but in order to
simulate an actual system two additional resistors are introduced. One which can be
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The ∆Vsc and ∆Isc terms are in this instance located close to short circuit conditions.





When determining this resistance, the ∆Voc and ∆Ioc are located close to open-circuit
conditions. When these parameters are found, the actual current and voltage levels
can be found by applying Equation 2.32 and 2.33.




V = VP −RSXIP (2.33)
This model was created in order to enable the building of a mathematical system by
only using the data provided by the manufacturer, without depending on parameters
related to the PV technology.
2.7 Modelling strings
In order to model a string several modules will have to be connected together in
series. Each module will have an individual input signal [6, 25] and can be modelled
by using either one of the described mathematical models in the previous section. A
bypass diode will have to be included in between each module.
In order to investigate the system when exposed to nonuniform operating conditions
a shading index can be quite useful. A shading index can be created by comparing the
energy produced by an actual system to a theoretical system with uniform operating
conditions as shown in Equation 2.34 [29].




The benefits of including power optimizers in PV-systems is well documented in
[4, 30, 31, 29, 32, 33, 34]. The main gain from including power optimizers in PV-
systems is to ensure the maximum energy yield through MPPT. This is particularly
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useful when considering cases where mismatch is present in the system due to nonuni-
form operating conditions. In [4] [30] [31] [29] the effect of power optimizers under
various operating conditions is explored. The common thread throughout these pub-
lications is that when there is close to zero mismatch within the system the power
optimizers have no apparent effect, but as the mismatch increases so will the potential
for reclaimed energy. There are different types of non-uniform operating conditions
investigated in these publications of which partial shading, soiling, aging and orien-
tation are the predominant factors. These affects a PV-system in various degrees
and leads to a diverse amount of reclaimed energy. In [30] as much as 100% of the
energy lost to mismatch from orientation within a string is found to be reclaimed
by the use of power optimizers when the loss is between 1-20%. However, when the
loss is due to partial shading the amount of reclaimed energy is reduced. When the
partial shading is low the power optimizers are able to reclaim up to 70% of the loss,
but as the energy loss increases the amount of reclaimed energy decreases and can
be as low as 15%.
The amount of energy reclaimed by the power optimizers is also affected by how ac-
curately the MPP is monitored in the system. In [31] three different MPPT scenarios
are considered, namely centralized MMPT, distributed MMPT at module level and
submodule MPPT. The different MPPT scenarios are simulted for two different mis-
match conditions which are partial shading and ageing. It was found that for partial
shading centralized MPPT did not have an apparent effect, while with distributed
MPPT at module level resulted in an energy improvement of 2.17%-4.01%. With
submodule MPPT the energy improvement was at 4.58% to 8.25%.
The addition of power optimizers in systems working in mismatched conditions has
proven to be a beneficial inclusion. However, in [34] it is stated that in low mismatch
systems the power optimizers can induce an overall negative effect due to power opti-
mizers requiring power to function. According to [30] power optimizes are ineffective
when considering a system of 100kW or more due to the high uniformity of such a
system.
The power optimizing solution provided by Tigo as discussed in Section 2.5 has
been tested in [29]. A system consisting of two modules were tested first by using
a conventional method where both modules were connected to an inverter which
performs MPPT and then by using Tigo module level dc-dc power optimizers. It
was found that an annual increase in produced power of 5.8% was achieved when
using Tigo’s solution as opposed to the conventional method.
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3 Method
3.1 System Information
The system investigated in this report is a grid connected PV system located on the
roof of UIA campus Grimstad. The system consists of four different PV technologies
where each technology is represented by 40 modules, resulting in a total of 160
modules, where the first modules were installed on 25.08.2018. The different PV
technologies are grouped together to form strings and arrays, where only modules
of the same technology are included. The modules are ordered in rows, where each
module have a 10°tilt. However, each row is alternating in tilting 10°to the West and
10°to the East, giving the system an East-West orientation. This can be viewed in
Figure 7.
Figure 7: The PV system situated on the roof of UIA campus Grimstad
Of the four different PV technologies, three are equipped with DC-DC power op-
timizers from Tigo. The three technologies are the IBC Solar poly-Si, IBC Solar
mono-Si and the SunPower mono-Si. The technologies further investigated in this
report are the two IBC Solar technologies. The reason being that they are most af-
fected by shade, thus allowing for the investigation of the system when subjected to
nonuniform operating conditions. The two IBC technologies are presented in Table
3 with their STC values as given in their respective manufacturer datasheet.
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Table 3: The values found in the manufacture datasheet of the two PV
modules investigated
Name IBC Solar poly-Si IBC Solar mono-Si
ncell 60 60
NOCT 44 Co 44 Co
Pmpp 270 W 315 W
Isc 9.08 A 10.02 A
Voc 38.9 V 40.5 V
Impp 8.50 A 9.53 A
Vmpp 31.7 V 33.1 V
α 0.037 %/K 0.06 %/K
β -0.13 V/K -0.1134 V/K
As previously stated the individual modules are only connected to modules of the
same technology in strings and arrays. In addition, the strings consists only of mod-
ules with the same orientation so as to prevent further mismatch. The number of
modules in a string varies from technology to technology. The IBC Solar poly-Si
modules have four strings with six modules and two strings equipped with eight
modules, while the IBC Solar mono-si have eight similar strings containing five mod-
ules each. Both of the IBC technologies have modules with three substrings where
each substring is protected by a diode. The string configurations can be viewed in
Figure 8a and 8b where the modules with the same letter are in the same string.
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(a) The string configurations
of the poly-Si modules
(b) The string configuration of
the mono-Si modules
Figure 8: Strings relating to the two IBC PV modules. The poly-Si mod-
ules have two different configurations, while the mono-Si modules have one
string configuration.
The outlined modules in Figure 8a and 8b are an example of how the various strings
are configured.
The modules at the top row of Figure 8a and 8b are both tilted towards the East.
The next row is then tilted towards the West. It alternates thus from top to bottom
with the modules at the bottom facing West.
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3.2 Data collection
3.2.1 Module data
Each module is equipped with a TS4 DC-DC power optimizer from Tigo, utilizing
impedance matching and predictive IV as described in Section 2.4 in order to enable
each module to operate at its individual maximum power point. In addition, the
power optimizers are able to monitor the energy generation of the individual modules.
The data reported by the optimizers are DC values, where the current, voltage
and power is available for download on a per minute base. Furthermore, the total
energy produced and reclaimed energy along with the current, voltage and power are
available for observation at tigo.com.
The specifics of how the power optimizers perform the impedance matching and
calculates reclaimed energy is patented by Tigo. The company is unwilling to share
this information with the public, making it harder to predict the behaviour of the
system.
Data concerning AC power as logged by the inverters is available from 30.01.2019,
and reports value at every fifth minute. However, this data will not be used in this
report.
3.2.2 Irradiance and temperature
Data concerning irradiance and temperature is gathered from on location measuring
devices. The data used in this report concerns irradiance and ambient air tempera-
ture. These parameters are directly used in the mathematical model.
3.3 Mismatch
The potential mismatch factors that may affect the system can originate from a
variety of sources. The origin of mismatch may arise from bird faeces, dust, shade
from fence or solar tracker with solar irradiance instruments and damage to cells from
rocks dropped by birds, manufacture faults, harsh handling or installation. Since the
system still was still relatively young at the time this report was written, mismatch
from aging was not likely to show any effect.
3.3.1 Dust and bird faeces
The accumulation of dust on modules could potentially lead to mismatch due to the
module experiencing less irradiance than the modules it is in series with. In extreme
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cases where entire strings are covered the produced power is significantly reduced,
but there could potentially be no electrical mismatch within the system.
Bird faeces have been discovered on the modules which may also result in a reduced
irradiance experienced by the influenced modules.
3.3.2 Shade from fence and solar tracker with solar irradiance instru-
ments
The PV system on the rooftop of UIA campus Grimstad is for safety reasons sur-
rounded by a fence as can be seen in Figure 7. The flip side of installing a fence is
that it casts a shadow on the modules in its vicinity. The modules most affected by
shade is displayed in Figure 9.
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(a) The modules affected
by shade from the fence re-
lating to the poly-Si tech-
nology
(b) The modules af-
fected by shade from
the fence relating to
the mono-Si technol-
ogy
Figure 9: The various modules affected by shade from the surrounding fence
The IBC Solar mono-Si modules are only affected by the shadow from the fence. The
affected modules are shown in Figure 9b. As can be deducted, the modules affected
by shade belongs to string K and V, leaving only one module in each string unaffected
by shade. The poly-Si modules on the other hand is affected by both the fence as
depicted in Figure 9a and by the solar tracker with solar irradiance instruments.
There are in particular two modules that the solar tracker inflicts shade on. The two
modules along with the string they belong to are depicted in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The two modules mostly afflicted by shade from the pyranometer
and the string they belong to
In order to determine whether the DC-DC power optimizers are able to allow indi-
vidual modules in a string to operate at its individual maximum power point, one of
the strings affected by shade from the solar tracker with solar irradiance instruments
was further investigated. This was string C, highlighted in red in Figure 10 and it
was investigated on 11.03.2020 at 12:43 pm. The reason for investigating this day
was that it shifted a lot between sunny and clouded sky, and it would therefore be
interesting to see if the system would be able to cope with the changes in irradiance.
The particular time of day investigated is due to the irradiance value being at its
maximum. The power, voltage and current produced by each module is presented in
Table 4
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Table 4: The power, voltage and current produced by each individual module
in string C at 11.03.2020 12:43 pm, along with the irradiance and ambient
temperature
Module Power Voltage Current Irradiance Temperature
C1 145 W 32 V 4.53 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
C2 146 W 32 V 4.56 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
C3 146 W 32 V 4.56 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
C4 146 W 32 V 4.56 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
C5 145 W 31 V 4.68 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
C6 59 W 36 V 1.64 A 535 W/m2 8.8 Co
The affected module is C6 as can easily be deduced from Table 4. How this can be
included in a mathematical model is described further below in Section 3.6.3.
The string will be modeled to fit three different scenarios. In one scenario it will
not be affected by shade, while in the second scenario the string will be inflicted
by shade, but being equipped with module level power optimizers. In the third and
final scenario the string will be modeled as a traditional system with string inverter
MPPT. This is done to visualize the difference between the two power electronic
topologies and how much power is lost to shade.
3.3.3 Damaged cells
Birds have been observed to drop rocks onto the solar panels. Why they are doing
so remains a mystery, but the possible damage they could inflict on the system can
be quite extensive. As the system
3.4 Creating nonuniform operating conditions
An experiment was carried out by partially covering two modules and completely
covering one module of the IBC Solar mono-Si technology. The covers were added
to induce a shadow effect in order to observe how it would affect the power produc-
tion of not only the covered module, but if the power optimizers would be able to
maintain the energy production of the non-covered modules in the same string. The
experiment was conducted from the 30. to the 31. of October. Several experiments
were scheduled to be perfromed during the spring of 2020, but due to COVID-19
these experiments would not be allowed to be performed.
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The different shading scenarios is presented in Figure 11, 12 and 13.
Figure 11: The plastic covers a part of one substring on module M2
Figure 12: All three of module K5s substrings are covered
Figure 13: Module K4 is completely covered
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Figure 14: The various modules the experiments were conducted on and
the strings they belong to. The modules circled in yellow are the covered
modules.
The modules in Figure 12 and 13 are both connected to stringK, while the module in
Figure 11 is connected to string M . All of the covered modules are facing East, thus
having the same orientation. Since the module in Figure 13 is completely covered
by plastic it will adopt a behaviour where the module is shorted. The module in
Figure 12 will adopt an equal behaviour since all three of its substrings are partially
covered. However, only one of the substrings of module M2 is covered which should
enable it to still generate energy.
3.5 Overall performance
The benefit of introducing power optimizers from Tigo to the system at module
level is that they have the capability to mitigate mismatch present in the system.
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This ability will allow the system to perform as well as possible. The energy saved
or "reclaimed" is reported by the optimizers. In order to determine how much the
power optimizers are able to reclaim the difference between the reported total energy
and reported reclaim energy will be analysed.
The two IBC Solar mono-Si and poly-Si modules investigated will also be compared
against each other by determining their specific power yield, where the energy gen-
erated throughout the year 2020 as of 07.06.2020 is compared against the power at
STC. The energy produced in that space is presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Energy produced by mono-Si and poly-Si modules from January
1. to June 7. 2020
Name Energy produced by an entire group Energy produced by a single module
Poly-Si 4.47 MWh 119.32 kWh
Mono-Si 5.23 MWh 132.93 kWh
3.6 Modeling of a PV system
In order to compare the PV system to a hypothetical system without power opti-
mizers, a mathematical model of the system would have to be created. The two
mathematical methods discussed in Section 2.6 where both considered and a com-
parison between the two models would be necessary in order to determine which one
to use. To do so they where both compared to the produced power from an actual
module. The module in question was Module M1 and part of the M string previously
discussed in Section 3.4. This particular module is made from mono-Si and facing
east. In Table 6 the irradiance, ambient temperature, produced power, current and
voltage by a mono-Si module at three different dates is presented.
Table 6: The values of irradiance and temperature for the investigated days
along with the actual power, current and voltage produced
Time/date Irradiance Temp. Power Current Voltage
11:08 30.10.19 259 W/m2 4.74 Co 88 W 2.56 A 34 V
12:43 11.03.20 535 W/m2 8.8 Co 165 W 5 A 33 V
11:57 19.05.20 839 W/m2 13 Co 249 W 8.03 A 31 V
The mathematical model chosen was the Five parameter model as previously de-
scribed in Section 2.6.1, with the arguments for the selection of this method pre-
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sented in Section 4.1.1. The equations and constants there described along with the
values from the datasheets concerning the various PV technologies were written into
MATLAB. The various constants used can be found in Table 7, while the values
concerning the PV technologies is presented in Table 3 .
Table 7: The various constants used when creating a mathematical model
based on the five parameter model
Constant Name Value
k Boltzman’s Constant 1.3805 · 10−23J/K
q Elemental Charge 1.609 · 10−19C
eg Band gap for silicon 1.12 eV
Amono Ideality factor for Si-mono 1.2
Apoly Ideality factor for Si-poly 1.3
Tstc Cell temperature at STC 25 Co
Gstc Irradiance at STC 1000 W/m2
3.6.1 Modelling a single module
There were created two independent MATLAB scripts per technology. The first
script was created in order to determine the value of the parallel and series resistance
as shown in Figure 6 at STC conditions, while the second script was constructed
for the creating of IV and Power-Voltage curves from actual data and comparing
it to the physical system. A common thread throughout the two scripts was that
Equation 2.1 was used to calculate the operating temperature of the modules.
The first script was as just stated concerned with working out the value of Rs and
Rp. This was achieved through a two step process. Initially, Rs was set to zero
and Equation 2.11 was used to calculate an initial value of the parallel resistor Rp.
Although finding the value of the two resistors was the main goal concerning this
script, the three remaining parameters from the fiver parameter model would have
to be calculated as well.
The three remaining parameters were the ideality factor A, photocurrent Ipv and the
saturation current Is. The value for the ideality factor was taken from Table 2 for the
mono-Si modules, but calculated using Equation 2.6. The reason for this was that
when simulated against actual data, this approach gave the most accurate values.
Ipv and Is was calculated by the use of Equation 2.2 and 2.3. In order to calculate
the saturation current, the thermal voltage would have to calculated. This was done
by the use of Equation 2.5.
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In order to determine the current, an iteration process was utilized. This was the
Newton-Raphson method. Equation 2.9 and 2.8 where the equations involved. The
power was found by utilizing Equation 2.17.
The maximum calculated power would have to be compared to the given Pmpp for
the specific PV technology. The calculated Pmpp was found using MATLABs max
function. If this comparison resulted in a difference between the given and calculated
Pmpp exceeding the tolerance of 0.01, otherwise referred to as an error as described
in Section 2.6.1, then a second set of calculations would have to be performed.
The second set of calculations are performed with a series resistance value which
continuously change until the error becomes less than the tolerance value. Ideally,
this would have been done with a loop function. However, due to the lack of access to
a powerful computer given COVID-19 this would have to be shifted manually until
a satisfactory result had been achieved. The parallel resistor will in this scenario
be calculated by the use of Equation 2.4. The photocurrent is also calculated by
the use of a different equation, namely Equation 2.12. Otherwise, the equations and
process is similar to the process just described above. The simulation ends when
Rs has obtained a value that yields an error value of less than the tolerance value.
When this occurs, a second script will then be created with a new set of equations
relating to the saturation current and other equations required to calculate it. In,
addition the open circuit voltage Voc for the given irradiance and temperature will
be determined.
A second script was created in order to calculate values for actual operating con-
ditions. The overall process to determine the current and power is quite similar to
the process described for the first script. However, since this script was created to
calculate values for actual operating conditions and not at STC, the equations used
above would have to be modified to allow for not only changes in irradiance, but in
temperature as well. This modification results in an increased amount of equations
required to perform the calculations and relates to the photo- and saturation cur-
rent. The equations now used to calculate these parameters are Equation 2.13 and
2.2. Equation 2.2 is only dependant upon values relating to the irradiance and the
PV technology. The saturation current on the other hand, is in addition to being
dependent upon temperature and material specific constants also reliant on the sat-
uration current at STC conditions. However, the saturation current at STC is now
determined by Equation 2.16. This is due to the predetermined resistance terms that
will have to be included in order to present a realistic value of the saturation current.
Furthermore, the open circuit voltage for the given irradiance and temperature was
then determined by Equation 2.15. In addition, data regarding weather and irradi-
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ance would be required in order to compare the mathematical model to the actual
system.
In order to determine the accuracy of the mathematical model the maximum calcu-
lated power point was compared to the actual operational point of the PV modules.
The single module model will be used to investigate if a shaded module operates at
the IV and power-voltage curve of unshaded modules. This is how the module level
dc-dc power optimizers are supposed to function, allowing each module in a string
to operate at its individual MPP and not in concert with each other.
The two MATLAB scripts are included in the Appendice B.
3.6.2 Creating strings
Since a mathematical model of a single module now has been implemented inMATLAB,
the behaviour of a single module can be predicted/analyzed etc. However, since the
PV system under investigation consists of strings, a model where the modules are
series connected is of a paramount interest. The various modules connected together
in strings in Simulink were build on the same principle as the single modules in
MATLAB, namely the five parameter model. The model as constructed in Simulink
and can be viewed in Figure 15 and 16.
Figure 15: Simulink model of a string relating to the poly-Si modules
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Figure 16: The building blocks of a PV module in Simulink
As can be viewed in Figure 15 each module has its own input signal. This input
signal is drawn from the second MATLAB scripts workspace and is the calculated
photocurrent. The photocurrent then goes through the various components that
are a part of the five parameter model, in other words; a diode and the series and
parallel resistors. This is presented in Figure 16. Here the two resistors are easily
implemented and recognized. However, the diode is simulated by the use of the
second term from Equation 2.7 which relates to the current through the diode and
not a simulink model of a diode. This is due to diodes in the simscape environment
only providing linear diodes. This does not fit well when simulating PV modules
as they have an exponential behaviour, and this was then simulated by a diode
since they have a similar exponential behaviour. The diode current is dependant
on voltage. This voltage is the same as the voltage over the parallel resistor and is
because the two components are parallel connected. That voltage across the parallel
resistor is therefore used to calculate the diode current.
The various components included in determining the diode current in Figure 16 is
included in Appendice A.1.
3.6.3 Modelling mismatch
Since mismatch conditions occur in the system, mismatch also have to be included
in the the model as it is vital for determining how strings actually operate. In the
system investigated in this report, the majority of mismatch originates from shade
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inflicted on the system by the surrounding fence. The shade was included in the
mathematical model by creating a shading index. Since the system was investigated
at specific times the shading index would be calculated at the desired time of day by
comparing the power produced by a shaded module to an unshaded module. This
approach differs from the one described in Section 2.7 in that it does not account
for the difference of produced energy over a certain period of time, but looks at the





This value is then further used when determining the power produced by shaded
modules in the mathematical model by adding the shading index to the calculated
photocurrent. This was done to visualize how much energy could potentially be lost if
the system was not equipped with module level power optimizers. A demonstration of
how the Simulink model performs when subjected to mismatch conditions is displayed
in Figure 17, with an visual representation in 18 of how this could be implemented.
Figure 17: How the current behaves when a string without module level
power optimizers is subjected to mismatch
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Figure 18: An example of how shading conditions was implemented in the
Simulink model.
Since modules equipped with module level power optimizers from Tigo should in
theory be able to mitigate mismatch this would have to be included. In the math-
ematical model this was done by adding the calculated currents, both shaded and
unshaded and then diving by the number of modules in the string.
An IV curve will be constructed for an unshaded module using available data re-
garding irradiance and module temperature. A calculated maximum power point
will be calculated for the IV curve and compared to the actual operating point of
the unshaded modules. The shaded module will also be compared to the IV curve
to see whether it falls on it, or operates with an independent IV curve.
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4 Results
4.1 Mathematical model
4.1.1 Single diode model vs Simplified model
(a) (b)
Figure 19: IV and Power-Voltage curves created to determine the accuracy
of the Single diode and Simplified model on 30.10.2019
(a) (b)
Figure 20: IV and Power-Voltage curves created to determine the accuracy
of the Single diode and Simplified mode on 11.03.2020
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: IV and Power-Voltage curves created to determine the accuracy
of the Single diode and Simplified model on 19.05.2020
As previously mentioned in Section 3.6 the single diode model was chosen as the
preferred mathematical model. In Figure 19, 20 and 21 the IV and Power-Voltage
curves for the three different dates and times presented in Table 6 are displayed.
In Figure 19 neither of the two models are able to accurately determine the operating
point of the actual module. However, the single diode model is the most accurate of
the two. When inspecting the Figure 20 and 21, the behaviour of the different models
adopts a more similar behaviour and estimates a MPP in closer proximity to each
other and the actual operating point. The common thread throughout these figures
is that the single diode model displays a MPP more in tune with the actual data.
Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that the Simplified model becomes more accurate
with increasing irradiance and from Figure 21b it is possible to discern that it is able
to quite accurately predict the produced power. However, when studying Figure 21a
one can observe that it predicts the voltage and current values quite different from
the ones reported by Tigo.
A benefit of using the five parameter model is that it enables an investigation of
several attributes of the material used, such as the ideality factor, parallel resistor and
series resistor. This allows for a closer study of how various components may affect
the power produced in a PV system. This would not be possible in the Simplified
model, where the only parameters that can be changed manually are the irradiance
and the operating temperature.
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4.1.2 Calculated parameters
In Table 8 the estimated fixed parameters necessary to perform the Single diode
model is presented.
Table 8: Estimated fixed parameters for the IBC Solar mono-Si and poly-Si
modules
Name Mono-Si Poly-Si
Rs 0.1976 Ω 0.2331 Ω
Rp 109.2119Ω 76.602 Ω
A 1.1059 1.0836
There is a small difference between the calculated ideality factors. This implies that
the poly-Si modules are able to operate in closer harmony with the ideal IV curve.
As mentioned in Section 3.6 the ideality factor for the poly-Si modules was based
on the calculated value, while for the mono-Si modules the value provided in Table
2 was used. This was due to the mono-Si modules operating more in concert with
the actual data when using the given value as opposed to the calculated value. The
implications are that the mono-Si modules are unable to operate as closely to their
ideal IV curve as the poly-Si modules, and also less then their own potential based
on the calculated value of the ideality factor.
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4.2 Shade from solar tracker with solar irradiance instru-
ments
(a) IV curve of the poly-Si module along with
the operating point of both a shaded and un-
shaded module
(b) Power-Voltage curve of the poly-Si mod-
ule along with the operating point of both a
shaded and unshaded module
Figure 22: IV and Power-Voltage curves on the 11.03.2020
By examining Figure 22a and 22b the calculated IV and Power-Voltage curve for
a single unshaded module of string C given the conditions set in Section 3.3.2 is
presented along with the operating point of unshaded and shaded modules. As can
be seen, the calculated MPP is quite similar to the actual operating point of the
unshaded modules. It is possible to detect that the shaded module operates outside
the estimated curves of the unshaded modules, even though the investigated modules
are connected to the same string. This is in agreement with how the power optimizers
are supposed to operate, allowing each module to operate at its individual MPP.
The shaded module operates with a higher voltage than the unshaded module. This
could be due to it being exposed to a lower degree of irradiance, thus causing a lower
operating temperature which allows for a higher operating voltage. Given that the
module operates with a high voltage, it is logical to assume that the shade inflicting
the module is not sever enough to enable hot spot heating to occur, forcing a bypass
diode or fuse to disengage a substring, making the substring unable to contribute
power. It is collaborated by the fact that the current is operating at a low value, as
the current is more dependent upon irradiance than the voltage is. This operating
point is caused by the MPPT algorithm. It is possible that it is able to recognise
that a higher operating voltage for the given circumstances is prefered.
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(a) Iv curves concerning the various be-
haviour for the investigated string
(b) Power-Voltage curves concerning the
various behaviour for the investigated string
Figure 23: Shows how a string reacts for different scenarios. Namely,
when not shaded, when exposed to shade but equipped with module level
power optimizers and when unequipped.
In Figure 23a and 23b the simulation of a PV string for the different scenarios
previously mentioned in Section 3.3.2 is displayed. The curve representing the actual
string, with shade and module level DC-DC power optimizers have a calculated MPP
similar to the actual operating point, just as in Figure 22a and 22b.
The shaded string with power optimizers is supposed to mimic the behaviour of the
actual system. However, it is possible to see from both figures that there exist a
difference between the calculated MPP and the actual operating point. This can
be due to temperature, inaccurate calculations regarding shade or the fact that the
one-diode model with assumed/estimated parameters for ideality factor, Rs and Rp
is an approximation and can be slightly off compared to the actual data.
The shaded string without module level dc-dc power optimizers scenario is a repre-
sentation of how a traditional string would behave. In such a string, a single inverter
would control the produced current and voltage for the entire string, leading to every
module producing the same amount of power. As visualized in the two figures above,
this leads to a significant loss of power. The difference between the MPP of the two
shaded scenarios is quite large and represents how much energy could potentially be
lost if the system had not been equipped with module level power optimizers.
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Table 9: Power values
Scenario Power
Power produced by string without shade 888 W
Estimated operational point for the given circumstances 800 W
Power produced with a traditional configuration 354 W
Power lost to shade 88 W
Power potentially lost to shade 533 W
Power reclaimed 445 W
In Table 9 the power produced in the different scenarios simulated above are pre-
sented. The estimated operational point is approximately accurate and serves for
discussing how the module level DC-DC power optimizers operates. As can be seen
from both the table and Figure 23a and 23b is as expected unable to operate at the
strings maximum value due to one module being exposed to shade. When compar-
ing it to a hypothetical system without module level DC-DC power optimizers the
difference in produced power is quite significant. This difference is what the module
level DC-DC power optimizers "reclaim" and would in a system with string inverter
MPPT be lost.
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4.3 Creating nonuniform operating conditions
Figure 24: The energy generated in the course of a day, relating a module
that is partially covered and one not covered
From Figure 24 the produced power in the course of a day from two separate strings
are presented. The day in question is the 30.10.2019. String M as mentioned earlier
in Section 3.4, has a module covered as in Figure 11. String N is a string with the
same orientation and technology, but is neither covered by plastic nor inflicted by
shade. It functions therefore as an ideal string to be compared string M to.
By observing Figure 24 it is possible to detect a difference in produced power after a
certain time. The difference is not apparent until mid-morning when module M1 was
partially covered. Firstly, string M have an higher energy generation than string N.
This can be contributed to the covering process, where shade can have been inflicted
on string N by people on the roof. After the easily observed dip in power production,
string M consequently produces less power than string N. The observed difference
after the substring has been covered is not very substantial. As discussed above,
when a substring is sufficiently exposed to mismatch conditions that substring is
effectively removed from the module causing the module to produce less power. This
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is depicted in Figure 25
(a) IV curves (b) Power-Voltage curves
Figure 25: Curves displaying the effect of having one substring exposed to
severe mismatch.
As can be seen from Figure 25a the current of the calculated MPP is identical, as is
the short-circuit current. Since solar cells are connected in series the current through
each ccell will be equal, hence the cells part of the substrings that are not covered
will produce the same amount of current as if no part of the module was covered at
all. However, the voltage will decrease and can easily be detected in Figure 25b. In a
series connection the total voltage will increase for each energy source embedded in
the system. When 1/3 of the energy sources are removed the voltage will experience
a drop of 1/3, as will the power.
The power lost by a single module will affected the total production of the entire
string. However, since it is mainly the voltage that is affected in this scenario the
produced power by the entire string will not be seriously reduced. This is again due
to the strings being series connected where the behaviour of each individual module
is dependent upon the current produced by the other modules in the same string.
This is displayed in Figure 26.
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(a) IV curves (b) Power-Voltage curves
Figure 26: How a single substring can effect the power produced by an entire
string
Figure 26 demonstrates why the difference in generated energy for string M and N
is not bigger. As can be seen the difference between an unimpaired string and an
impaired string is due to the voltage of that single module not being as high as for
the remaining modules. Due to the voltage of a single module being the parameter
mostly affected the power optimizers should have to interfere in order to allow the
unaffected modules to operate as normal. That is also the case where Tigo reports
that there is virtually no reclaimed energy for string M in the case of this experiment.
The two other modules that where covered were both part of string K. Neither of
them was expected to produce power since the Module K5 had parts of all three
substrings covered by plastic as in Figure 12 and the entire surface of Module K4
was covered as in Figure 13. Neither does Tigo report that they do. However, none
of the three remaining modules are producing as well. Given that the TS4 optimizers
should allow each module in a string to perform at its individual maximum power
point. Why this does not happen in this scenario is to the author unknown given
how the impedance matching supposedly works.
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4.4 Shade from fence
Figure 27: How the shade from the surrounding fence influences the system
In Figure 27 the impact the surrounding fence has on the system is displayed. As
can be seen the fence impacts different strings at different times of the day. This is
due to the apparent motion of the sun. The difference in the energy produced when
exposed to shading conditions is quite extensive. However, only the strings in the
vicinity of the fence is affected by it, allowing the remaining strings to operate at their
maximum potential for the given circumstances. The losses are more severe during
the winter than summer. This is due to the sun operating lower on the horizon, thus
inflicting more shade on the system.
4.5 Performance
4.5.1 Mono-Si vs poly-Si modules
The specific energy yield of the different PV modules are presented in Table 10
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Table 10: Specific energy yield
Name Specific energy for the entire group Specific energy for a single module
Poly-Si 406 kWh/kWp 434 kWh/kWp
Mono-Si 415 kWh/kWp 422 kWh/kWp
When considering the specific energy for a single module it is possible to discern that
the poly-Si modules outperform the mono-Si modules. This could be related to the
previously discussed subjected concerning the ideality factor. The poly-Si modules
are seemingly able adopt a much closer behaviour to their ideal potential than the
mono-Si modules are.
Both the individual modules have a higher specific energy yield than the entire group
of modules. This is due to modules and strings being subjected to shade, causing the
groups to have a reduction in energy generation. When inspecting the entire group
of modules, the mono-Si modules outperform the poly-Si modules even though the
single poly-Si module have a higher specific energy yield than the mono-Si modules.
This can be explained by the fact that the mono-Si modules are less exposed to shade
than the poly-Si modules are. Had the individual modules not been equipped with
power optimizers the difference between the total production of the two technologies
would have been more severe.
4.5.2 Total energy production
The total energy produced by the grid connected PV system investigated as of
05.06.2020 is displayed in Table 11.
Table 11: Total energy produced as reported by Tigo
Scenario Energy
Total energy produced 38.02 MWh
Energy base 36.96 MWh
Total energy reclaimed 1.06 MWh
As can be seen the total amount of reclaimed energy is quite low. This implies that
the system has a low degree of mismatch. As mentioned in a section above, the main
contributor to mismatch is the fence. From the amount reclaimed it is possible to
discern that it does not have a big influence on the system.
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As mentioned in Section 2.5.1 power optimizers could potentially be placed only on
modules affected by mismatch conditions. This could potentially greatly decrease
the cost of building a new system. However, having the TS4 power optimizers on
each module allows for the observation of each module, and subsequently the entire
system. This provides a value in itself, as it allows for easy investigation of the
system and quick localisation of anything not working as it supposedly should.
5 Conclusion
In regards to the mathematical model it functions reasonably well, and it is able
to imitate the behaviour of the system to a certain extent. The choice to use the
five parameter model is justified through the various investigated scenarios. The
calculated MPP deviates ever so slightly from the actual MPP, but it is within
acceptance. There is a slight difference in the behaviour between the Matlab model
and the Simulink model where current is concerned rendering it a bit more unaccurate
than the Matlab model.
The module level DC-DC power optimizers are able to satisfyingly mitigate mismatch
conditions for the investigated situation in Section 4.2. As confirmed by the math-
ematical model the optimizers are able to allow the modules unaffected by shade in
the same string to operate at their individual maximum power point. The power
optimizers are also able to not include situations such as the one presented in Figure
11 as reclaimed energy for the remainder of the string as there occurs no considerable
mismatch regarding the current, only voltage. However, the optimizers are unable to
perform as expected when two modules in a string are so heavily mismatched that
they are unable to produce any energy. In such a scenario the remaining modules do
not produce energy at all.
The poly-Si modules are able to perform better than the mono-Si modules with
respect to their MPP at STC. The poly-Si modules are able to operate clsoer to
their ideal value and will therefore operate with a higher sepcific energy yield.
The mismatch present in the system from the fence and pyranometer is not very
extensive. It only affects the modules in its vicinity and the optimizers are able
to effectively hinder a decline in energy generation for the other modules in the
string. When studying the total energy produced by the system a small amount of
it is contributed as reclaimed energy. This implies that for the majority of modules
having module level DC-DC power optimizers are unnecessary in regards to energy
generation, and could have been fitted with a traditional string inverter MPPT. The
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modules affected by shade could be equipped with a single optimizers as the PIV
technology would allow it to be placed on a single module in a string without affecting
the other modules. However, having power optimizers on a module level have their
benefits even though they do not necessarily mitigate mismatch. The TS4 optimizers
are as previously mentioned able to monitor the energy generation and report values
for further investigation. This has value in being able to study the system quite
accurately as well as easily detecting faults. Furthermore, as the system becomes
older it may experience mismatch from other sources then shade, such as damaged
cells or simply deterioration of cells, hence having module level power optimizers
would then be desirable.
6 Recommendations for further work
For further investigation of the system several new experiments could be conducted
where different shading scenarios are studied. The economics of the system could
also be investigated where the cost-benefit of having module level optimizers could
be compared against a system with centralized string inverter MPPT.
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Appendices
A Extra figures
A.1 Modelling of diode current
Figure 28: The various components used to calculate the diode current in
Simulink
B Code
B.1 Determining Rp and Rs
B.1.1 Mono
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1 clc; close all; clear;
2 %Locating Rp and Rs
3 %% Given values
4 P_mpp=315; % [W]
5 I_mpp=9.53; I_sc=10.02; % [A]





11 %% Set values and constants
12 A=1.2; %Ideality factor
13 q=1.6021e−19; %Elementary charge [C]
14 k=1.3805e−23; %Boltzman constant [J/K]
15 e_g=1.12; %band gap for silicon
16 T_abs_conv=273; %conversion from Celsius to Kelvin [K]
17 T_c=25; %Cell temperature in Celsius
18 T_c_abs=T_c+T_abs_conv;
19 T_stc_abs=T_stc+T_abs_conv;
20 alpha=0.0013; %Temperature coefficient of current
21 G=1000;
22 %% Calculated values
23 V_t=k*T_c_abs/q; %Thermal voltage [V]
24 a=N_s*A*V_t; %Thermal voltage when considering number of cells and
ideality factor %[V]




28 I_ph=I_sc; %Photocurrent [A]
29 I_s=I_sc/(exp(V_oc/a)−1); %Saturation current [A]
30 %Loop
31 V=0; %Initial value
32 c=1; %Counter
33 h=1e−4; %Step size
34 R_s=0; % initial value of series resistance [ohm]
35 I_n_guess=1.5; %Initial guess at current
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63 R_s_e=error/90.05; %New value of series resistor
64 %R_s_e=0;
65 R_p_e=V_mpp*(V_mpp+I_mpp*R_s_e)/(V_mpp*I_ph−V_mpp*I_s*exp((V_mpp+
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1 clc; close all; clear;
2 %Locating Rp and Rs for poly
3 %% Given values
4 P_mpp=270; % [W]
5 I_mpp=8.50; I_sc=9.08; % [A]
6 V_mpp=31.7; V_oc=38.9; % [V]
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7 N_s=60
8 gamma=−0.417; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Pmp [%/K]
9 alpha=0.037; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Isc [%/K]




14 %% Set values and constants
15 q=1.6021e−19; %Elementary charge [C]
16 k=1.3805e−23; %Boltzman constant [J/K]
17 e_g=1.12; %band gap for silicon
18 T_abs_conv=273; %conversion from Celsius to Kelvin [K]
19 T_c=25; %Cell temperature in Celsius
20 T_c_abs=T_c+T_abs_conv; %Cell temperature in Kelvin
21 T_stc_abs=T_stc+T_abs_conv; %STC in Kelvin
22 alpha=0.0013; %Temperature coefficient of current [1/K]
23 beta=−0.13; %[V/K]
24 G=1000; %Irradiance at STC [W/m^2]
25 %% Calculated values
26 V_t=k*T_c_abs/q; %Thermal voltage [V]
27 %A=1.3; %Ideality factor
28 A=(beta−V_oc/T_stc_abs)/(N_s*V_t*(alpha/(100)−3/T_stc_abs−e_g*q/(k*
T_stc_abs^2)));
29 a=N_s*A*V_t; %Thermal voltage when considering number of cells and
ideality factor %[V]





34 I_ph=I_sc; %Photocurrent [A]
35 I_s=I_sc/(exp(V_oc/a)−1); %Saturation current [A]
36 %Loop
37 V=0; %Initial value
38 c=1; %Counter
39 h=1e−4;
40 R_s=0; % initial value of series resistance [ohm]
41 I_n_guess=1.5;
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B.2 Determinig operating parameters for actual data
B.2.1 Mono
1 clc; close all; clear;
2 %Mathematical model with five parameter method
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3 %n significe STC
4 %% Given values
5 P_mpp=315; % [W]
6 I_mpp=9.53; I_sc_stc=10.02; % [A]
7 V_mpp=33.1; V_oc_stc=40.5; % [V]
8 N_s=60;
9 V_mpp_sh=33.1*2/3; V_oc_sh=40.5*2/3; %Voltage for experiment [V]
10 N_s_sh=40; %Number of cells producing power in experiment
11 gamma=−0.38; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Pmp [%/K]
12 alpha=0.06; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Isc [%/K]
13 beta=−0.1134; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Voc [V/K]





19 %% Set values and constants
20 q=1.6021e−19; %Elementary charge [C]
21 k=1.3805e−23; %Boltzman constant [J/K]
22 e_g=1.12; %band gap for silicon
23 T_abs_conv=273; %conversion from Celsius to Kelvin [K]
24 T_c=25; %Cell temperature in Celsius
25 G=1000; % [W/m^2]
26 %% Loaded data
27 %Weather_data_may=importdata('WeatherMai.xlsx'); %irr,temp, etc on a
per minute base
28 Weather_data=importdata('Weather_feb_mar.csv'); %irr, temp, etc on a
per minute base
29 %Tigo_data_M1=importdata('Tigo_110320_M1.csv'); %data downloaded from
Tigo [W]
30 %Weather_data_oct=importdata('Weather_Okt.xlsx');
31 %% String data
32 %M
33 P_M1=87; P_M2=56; P_M3=88; P_M4=88; P_M5=165; % [W]
34 P_tigo=P_M1+P_M2+P_M3+P_M4+P_M5;
35 I_M1=2.64; I_M2=2.43; I_M3=2.59; I_M4=2.59; I_M5=5;% [A]
36 V_M1=33; V_M2=23; V_M3=34; V_M4=34; V_M5=33; %[V]
37 V_tigo=V_M1+V_M2+V_M3+V_M4+V_M5;
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42 G_max=max(G_tilt_mar); [true_irr, row_irr]=ismember(G_max,G_tilt_mar,'
row');
43 %G_max=max(G_tilt_may); [true_irr, row_irr]=ismember(G_max,G_tilt_may
,'row');
44 %G_max=max(G_tilt_oct); [true_irr, row_irr]=ismember(G_max,G_tilt_oct
,'row');











56 V_t_G=k*(T_op_abs)/q; %Thermal voltage [V]
57 %% Calculated values
58 A=1.2; %Ideality factor for mono crystalline cells
59 %A=(beta−V_oc_stc/T_stc_abs)/(N_s*V_t*(alpha/(100)−3/T_stc_abs−e_g*q/(
k*T_stc_abs^2)));
60 a_G=N_s*A*V_t_G; %Thermal voltage when considering number of cells and
ideality factor [V]
61 a_sh=N_s_sh*A*V_t_G;
62 V_t=k*T_c_abs/q; %Thermal voltage [V]





67 %Five parameter model
68 I_sc=I_sc_stc*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Actual short−circuit
voltage [A]
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131 It_1000=I_sc*G_max/G_stc; %Short circuit current based on irradiance
alone [A]
132 Isc_1000=It_1000*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Calculated Isc based
on irradiance and temperature [A]
133 Imp_1000=I_mpp*G_max/G_stc*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Calculated
Imp based on irradiance and temperature [A]











145 Voc_1000=V_oc+beta*(T_op_G−T_stc)−deltaV_1000; %Calculated open
circuit voltage based on temperature [V]
146 Vmp_1000=V_mpp+beta*(T_op_G−T_stc)−deltaV_1000; %Calculated Vmp
























































196 legend('IV curve','IV curve of mismatch module','Calculated MPP','
location','southwest')
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208 legend('Power−Voltage curve','IV curve of mismatch module','Calculated
MPP','location','northwest')
209 grid;
210 %% From Simulink
211 % I_sim=out.Current.Data; %Current from simulink [A]
212 V_string=VPlot*5; %Total voltage for a string [V]
213 V_string_sh=VPlot*4+V_Plot*2/3; %Total voltage for string in
experiment [V]
214 % V_sim=out.Volt.Data; %Voltage from Simulink [V]
215 % P_sim=I_sim.*V_sim; P_sim_max=max(P_sim); [true_sim, row_sim]=
ismember(P_sim_max,P_sim,'row');
216 P_string=V_string.*IPlot; P_string_max=max(P_string); [true_string,
row_string]=ismember(P_string_max,P_string,'legacy');








































1 clc; close all; clear;
2 %Mathematical model with five parameter method
3 %% Given values
4 P_mpp=270; % [W]
5 I_mpp=8.50; I_sc_stc=9.08; % [A]
6 V_mpp=31.7; V_oc_stc=38.9; % [V]
7 N_s=60; %Number of cells
8 gamma=−0.417; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Pmp [%/K]
9 alpha=0.037; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Isc [%/K]
10 beta=−0.13; % Temperature coefficient at stc for Voc [V/K]
11 NOCT=44; %Nominal Operating Cell Temperature [Celsius]
12 G_noct=800; %[W/m^2]
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16 %% Set values and constants
17 q=1.6021e−19; %Elementary charge [C]
18 k=1.3805e−23; %Boltzman constant [J/K]
19 e_g=1.12; %band gap for silicon
20 T_abs_conv=273; %conversion from Celsius to Kelvin [K]
21 T_c=25; %Cell temperature in Celsius
22 G=1000;
23 %% Loaded data
24 Weather_data_may=importdata('WeatherMai.xlsx'); %irr,temp, etc on a
per minute base
25 Weather_data_mar=importdata('Weather_feb_mar.csv'); %irr, temp, etc
on a per minute base
26 %C_string=importdata('250520_C_String.csv'); %data downloaded from
27 C_string=importdata('110320_C_String.csv'); %data downloaded from Tigo
[W]








36 %% Shading Index
37 C_3_max=max(C_3); [true_3, row_3]=ismember(C_3_max,C_3,'row');
38 C_6_SI=C_6(row_3);
39 SI_C_6=C_6_SI/C_3_max;
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47 %G_max=max(G_tilt_may); [true_irr, row_irr]=ismember(G_max,G_tilt_may
,'row');













57 T_op=T_amb_mar+(NOCT−20)*G_tilt_mar/G_noct; %degrees C





63 %% Calculated values
64 V_t_stc=k*T_stc_abs/q;
65 V_t_G=k*(T_op_abs)/q; %Thermal voltage [V]
66 V_t=k*T_c_abs/q; %Thermal voltage [V]
67 A=(beta−V_oc_stc/T_stc_abs)/(N_s*V_t*(alpha/(100)−3/T_stc_abs−e_g*q/(k
*T_stc_abs^2)));
68 %A=1.3; %Ideality factor for poly crystalline cells
69 a_G=N_s*A*V_t_G; %Thermal voltage when considering number of cells and
ideality factor [V]






75 %Five parameter model
68
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76 I_sc=I_sc_stc*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Actual short−circuit
voltage [A]
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107 P_max_5=max(PPlot); [true_5, column_5]=ismember(P_max_5,PPlot,'legacy'
);





112 It_1000=I_sc*G_max/G_stc; %Short circuit current based on irradiance
alone [A]
113 Isc_1000=It_1000*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Calculated Isc based
on irradiance and temperature [A]
114 Imp_1000=I_mpp*G_max/G_stc*(1+alpha*(T_stc−T_op_G)/100); %Calculated
Imp based on irradiance and temperature [A]











126 Voc_1000=V_oc+beta*(T_op_G−T_stc)−deltaV_1000; %Calculated open
circuit voltage based on temperature [V]
127 Vmp_1000=V_mpp+beta*(T_op_G−T_stc)−deltaV_1000; %Calculated Vmp

























148 I_mea_C3=4.56; I_mea_C6=1.64; % [A] from Tigo 11.03.20 12:43
149 I_tigo=(I_mea_C3*5+I_mea_C6)/6;
150 V_mea_C3=32; V_mea_C6=36; %[V] from Tigo 11.03.20 12:43
151 % I_mea_C3=7.55; I_mea_C6=1.35; I_mea_C45=7.52; I_mea_C12=7.48;% [A]
from Tigo 25.05.20 12:01(?)
152 % I_tigo=(I_mea_C3+(I_mea_C12+I_mea_C45)*2+I_mea_C6)/6;
153 % V_mea_C3=29; V_mea_C6=34; %[V] from Tigo 25.05.20 12:01(?)
154 V_mea_C6_string=V_mea_C6*6; V_tigo=V_mea_C3*5+V_mea_C6;
155 %% Plot
























177 legend('Single diode model','Simplified model','IBC mono operational
point','Location','northwest')
178 grid;
179 %String from tigo
180 % figure
181 % plot(t_halla,C_1)

















199 legend('IV curve','Operating point of unshaded modules','Operating
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208 ylabel('Power [W]')
209 legend('Power−Voltage curve','Operating point of unshaded modules','
Operating point of shaded module','Calculated MPP','location','
northwest')
210 grid;
211 %% From Simulink
212 %V_string=0:6/(1e4):V*6;
213 V_sim_sh=out.Volt.Data; V_string=VPlot*6; %String voltage from
Simulink and matlab [V]
214 I_sim_sh=out.Current.Data; I_string_shade=(IPlot*5+IPlot*SI_C_6)/6; %
String current from Simulink and Matlab [A]
215 P_sim_sh=I_sim_sh.*V_sim_sh; P_string_shade=V_string.*I_string_shade;
P_string_no=V_string.*IPlot;
216 P_sim_sh_max=max(P_sim_sh(81:end)); [true_sim_sh, row_sim_sh]=ismember
(P_sim_sh_max,P_sim_sh,'row');
217 P_string_shade_max=max(P_string_shade); [true_shade, column_shade]=
ismember(P_string_shade_max,P_string_shade,'legacy');

















232 legend('Inverter with string MPPT','Shaded string with P.O.','String w





















250 legend('Shaded string w.o. P.O.','Shaded string with P.O.','String w.o
. shade','Actual operating point','Calculated MPP','location','
northwest')
251 grid;
252 P_lost=P_string_no_max−P_string_shade_max; %Power lost to shade [W]
253 P_pot_lost=P_string_no_max−P_sim_sh_max; %Power potentially lost to
shade [W]
254 P_rec=P_string_shade_max−P_sim_sh_max; %Power reclaimed [W]
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